Micro Current Technology, Inc. / Bio-Therapeutic, Inc.
ADULT MODEL RELEASE
In consideration of my engagement as a model, and for other good and valuable consideration
herein acknowledged as received, I irrevocably grant Micro Current Technology, Inc. / BioTherapeutic, Inc. (herein, the Company), and Associates (anyone acting on the Company’s behalf
or with the Company’s permission, including but not limited legal representatives and assigns,
independent design firms, those for whom the Company is acting, and those acting under their
authority and permission) the unrestricted rights and permission now and hereafter to copyright
and to use, display, sell, publish, and reuse and republish any and all Images (including but not
limited to any and all visual, audio, and other images or impressions, photographs, negatives,
slides, video and audio recordings, moving pictures, digital images, and any other original or
derived works) of myself. I grant this permission perpetuity in my own behalf and on the behalf of
my estate in the event of my death. This document covers any and all Uses and Purposes (all
uses in all current and future media, advertising, art, publication, trade, collections, reproductions,
promotion, editorial, broadcast, products, and sale). I hereby release, discharge, and agree to
hold harmless the Company and their Associates for any and all uses of my Likeness (including
but not limited to my own or fictional name, identity, form or shape, or any such Images of
myself). I consent that Images of finished products may be Edited or Manipulated (any changes
or distortions in character or in form, whether intentionally or otherwise, including but not limited
to blurring, distortion, alteration, or optical illusion, or use in composite form, or through the use of
any accompanying materials or text). I further consent to the use of any printed matter or text
(whether such is factual, fictional, or otherwise) in conjunction with any and all used of my
Likeness or Images. I waive any and all rights to inspect or approve or view original materials,
deigns, works, finished products, or associated printed matter.
Without limitations, I hereby release, discharge, and agree to save harmless the Company and
their associates from any claims for libel, invasion of privacy or defamation of character. This
document remains valid even if any such use(s) subjects me to scandal, ridicule, reproach, scorn,
or indignity. In the even that any action is brought by me or any third parties concerning the use of
my Likeness, I agree to pay the costs and expenses of he Company and their Associates for any
such legal action, including attorney’s fees, whether or not such action proceeds in judgment. I
acknowledge that all Images are the copyrighted property of the Company, and they may license,
sell, or otherwise dispose of any or all materials at any time. I also understand that any
photographs, artwork, or other materials I receive from the Company are copyrighted and not
intended for my personal use.
I hereby testify that I enter into this contract freely, without undue influence or pressure. I agree to
accept Full Responsibility for all of my Actions (including but not limited to all modeling and
posing, driving to and from sites, and all my interactions with others and with the Company). I
agree to be solely responsible for my Actions even in the circumstance that I choose to take any
substance (including but not limited to alcohol, prescription or other drugs, plants, chemicals,
whether legal or otherwise) which may affect my thinking and judgment. I hereby testify that I will
verbally and physically refuse any posing or other activities which I am not fully comfortable and
wanting to perform. I understand this model release is not an employment contract, and there for
there is no obligation for me to continue posing for the Company or for the Company to continue
working with me. Further, since I have the power to determine the hours, conditions, and type of
my work, I will be considered an Independent Contractor either acting on my own behalf or
through an Agency for all of my Modeling time. As an independent contactor, I am responsible for
reporting and paying taxes on any compensation related to my modeling. This contract
constitutes the entire agreement and cannot be altered or varied unless amended in writing at the
same time of signing, and accompanied by the signatures of the Company Representatives and
myself. Subsequent contracts shall only affect images created after its signing. No other
promises, representations, restrictions, or agreements will be recognized.
________Model initial / date
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I agree to all clauses of this contract and its amendments are severable, and therefore if any
provision of this document is invalid or inoperative under law, the remaining provisions shall
continue in full force and effect.
The laws of the State of Washington shall govern this agreement. All rights and releases enjoyed
by the Company shall extend to its Officers and Associates in perpetuity.
I agree that this release shall cover any and all images taken of me by the Company starting on
my hire date and ending on my term date. I agree and understand that I am not due and will not
receive any future compensation or recognition for any use of my images.
I herewith state under penalty of perjury that I am _______ years old and that I am of full legal
age and have the right and ability to contract in my own name. I have read the above
authorization, release, and agreement, prior to its execution, and I am fully familiar with the
contents thereof. This release shall be binging upon me and my heirs, legal representatives, and
assigns. I have fully read this release and agreement before signing, and warrant that I fully
understand the content and meaning.
Date: _____/ _______/ 20______
Legal Signature:________________________________________________________________
Printed Full Legal Name: ______________________________ Current Age:________________
Current Address:________________________________________________________________
Permanent Address:_____________________________________________________________
Phone:_______________________________________________________________________
D.O.B:___/___/_____ Photo ID #:__________________________________________________
Photo ID must be a driver’s license, passport, work or school ID, or state issued photo ID.
If model is contracted through an Agency:
Name of Agency Legally Contracted by Model:________________________________________
Signature of Authorized Officer:____________________________________________________
Legal Address:_________________________________________________________________
Phone:_______________________________________________________________________
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